
Product details:

 Model name:  High end heated hair wand curling iron F998CK
 Auto shut off:  60 minutes after stop working
 Highest temperature:  210C 410F
 Technical label:  Customized
 Logo:  Silk screen printing
 Wire label:  High temperature warning sticker
 Usage:  Home usage
 MOQ:  1-100,000pcs
 Warranty:  1 year
 Service type:  OEM/ODM,private label
 Main market:  Western Europe, North America,South America,Middle East
 Third party audit report:  ISO 9001

Catalogue product F998CK:
F998CK (F998G） is a constant temperature hair curling iron with highest stabilzied working temperature to
210C 410F, PTC heaters makes most safe temperature control. High quality Korea ceramic powder coating
barrel 150mm length with different diameter, it's a professional home use curling iron with perfect curl effect.
FBT used silicon ring to indicate the temperature change, cool barrel is red color silicone ring, when hot is
turns to white color.

 
Other optional size for hair curling iron F998CK:
FBT is a professional hair styling iron manufacturer, according to different hair type needs, we manufacturering
all kinds of hair curling with different barrel size to meet their needs. Here is one of the simply hair curling iron
we made with six different barrel diameter for option as: Φ13mm, Φ19mm, Φ22mm, Φ25mm,Φ28mm,Φ32mm,
13mm is one of the most thin barrel to makes very tight curl hair, 25mm is for medium curls and 32mm is the
thickest barrel to makes big and loose wave. We designed this product with highest temperature to 210C, 410F,
most stabilized working temperature without strong impact. The color of barrel is also for optional only if you
could provide us reference color number.



Magnetic gift box for hair curling iron F998CK:
Here is the magnetic gift box with paper inner tray and with silver stamp logo, strong structure and trangular
flat, most popular design. This is one of the most popular package which be loved by our client because of the
fashion design and haigh quality and high end material. FBT is a professional factory with professional team to
design all kinds of products, but also have team to support you and design the package for our client or we
also accept your own exclusive design, we support everything for you only if the quantity of the order can
reach to 1,000pcs at one time.

Marketing selling points of the hair curling iron F998CK:
* PTC heaters most popular temperature control
* Stabilized working temperature reach to 210C 410F



* Fashion silicon ring temperature indicator
* 360 degree free swivel cord all kinds of plug available
* High quality Korea ceramic coating barrel
* Tourmaline and argan oil infused makes shiny and health hair
* 60 minutes auto shut off when appliance stop working

Packaging & delivery:

Packaging details:

* Magnetic gift box
* Size of GB: 12.5*31*6.5cm
* 20pcs/ctn
* Size of carton: 58.8*38.5*26cm
* G.W.: 15.8 KG
* N.W.: 8.0 KG
* 1*20GP=13750pcs
* 1*40GP=27250pcs

Delivery terms:  Sample express by air, mass production by sea

How to use tapered curling iron F998EV:
Heated curling iron F998CK is a home usage hiar curling iron which is easy styling and easy
working, FBT support different barrel size to make different curl effect. Here we chose the 25mm
barrel to curling hair.
First of all, we need to wash your hair and blow dry, brush your hair nice and smooth.
Then, separated your hair into several sections, usually we styling from bottom sections to top
sections, so we can leave the bottom hair at the beginning.
Third, take a small section of your hair, switch the hair flat iron on and get ready to styling.
Fourth, put the curling iron to the roots of the hair, and wrap your hair around the curling iron from
root to tip.
Fifth, hold the curling iron about ten seconds, and then release it, and use your hand hold the



released hair.
Sixth, do the same movement for all of your other left sections, and then using your fingers brush
your hair.

The taper curling iron you may interested in:
Salon use professional tourmaline nano silver ceramic taper iron F998EV, has tapered barrel that allows you
make either tighter hair or looser hair, it's depending on where you wrap your hair. F998EV taper hair iron is a
professional salon hair curling iron with easy lock or unlock clamp for option, just press the button in lock/unlock
position to opposite, then you could choose lock or unlock clamp freely. This product is designed with 2pcs PTC
heaters, consistent heat, which is heat up very fast, used best quality Korea nano ceramic powder, advanced
technologh, it can eliminate frizz hair.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/alon-use-professional-tourmaline-nano-silver-ceramic-taper-iron-F998EV.html#.WBq1beyECP0



